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The history of SGMP is not that of one single person, but it does start with a single vision. That vision came from Sam 
Gilmer, a meeting planner from the Department of Health and Human Services in Washington, DC. We now especially 
thank Sam Gilmer and all of our founders for their foresight and hard work that led to our founding 34 years ago.    
 
Today, membership is SGMP’s #1 priority and, as you know, the national board of directors created a Blue Ribbon Task 
Force (BRTF) to address and enhance our membership experience. U.S. government entities on occasion appoint blue 
ribbon panels or commissions so that exceptional people with specific expertise—the best and brightest—can 
thoroughly analyze a critical question on behalf of the appropriate governing authority and then recommend revisions 
and solutions for review and action.  
 
That is exactly what this task force is doing for SGMP. This esteemed group is working right now by addressing their 
three initial priorities:  

1-Create consistent guidelines for a chapters’ communication and implementation of its monthly meetings  
2-Create annual national & chapter contact guidelines and communication vehicles for all member classifications    
3-Create guidelines for all national & chapter membership marketing schedules and messages 

 
The BRTF is challenging the status quo by providing outside the box thinking, creating 360 degree accountability for all in 
Society roles and, most importantly, documenting and enhancing the SGMP membership experience. These actions and 
other upcoming tasks will play a key role in enhancing our recruitment efforts and improving our retention successes.  
 
The National Board meets tomorrow to review the first quarter of our term and to look ahead to the year and years to 
come. In addition to the work of the Blue Ribbon Task Force this fiscal year, SGMP has launched its 2nd CGMP Congress  
(registration for certified members open now) and is about to launch our 2016 NEC in San Diego on May 17-19 
(registration for all members opening soon). We are looking forward to announcing some very exciting news about our 
next NEC!    
 
Sam Gilmer gave to SGMP a simple vision that met the needs of so many, then and now. We need only to look back at 
the message of our very first conference — "Spending Government Money Powerfully" — to remind us of our focus on 
improving our industry by educating our members. On this day, let’s also thank Society members like you for your 
dedication to your profession and to our government meetings industry.    
 
 

http://www.sgmp.org/history
http://www.sgmp.org/cgmpcongress

